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NEIL TWIST CHAIR
Designed by Jean Marie Massaud

Gritty, versatile, vibrant, yet at the same time an icon of essentiality, in perfect harmony with MDF Italia’s style. 
These are the main features of Neil armchair, that today comes in a brand new version: Neil twist Chair, whose 
eloquent name makes us sense that the manually braided rope is the project’s protagonist, with a key detail - the 
contrasting internal cross-stitch - that adds character to the overall view.
Neil Twist Chair is proposed in rope with five different colours, with base in white, bronze or black nickel round 
steel wire.

In this new version, Jean Marie Massaud’s chair is highly versatile: it can actually be used both indoors and 
outdoors, where its neutral or very bright colours will be outstanding in parks and private gardens, meeting 
places, hotels and public spaces.

SCARICA IL CATALOGO

SHELL
Load-bearing seating structure made of steel, woven with high-tenacity polyester cord, solution-dyed, 
guaranteeing high resistance to atmospheric agents, light, and abrasions, with stretch resistance. Sled-base 
made of steel rod. All Neil Twist Chair models have a stitching detail in a contrasting colour, for all versions, in 
glossy anthracite colour.
Variants and types: Matt ecru col.23 / Matt anthracite col.03 / Glossy silver grey col.04 / Glossy English green 
col.17 / Glossy orange - col.11.
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BASE
The frames are powder painted in matt white, bronze and black nickel with a specific treatment for outdoor use. 
Available without armrests.

OUTDOOR COVERING TARPAULIN 
Protective tarpaulin specifically for outdoor products, waterproof, made of 100% polyester, outside with acrylic 
coating, inside with acrylic resin coating. Its characteristics are emphasised by its fully fungicidal Teflon finish. 
Each tarpaulin comes with a closable slip cover, so that it can be folded and kept correctly when not in use.
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L51 D57 H79 cm
seat H45 cm

 H/D/LNEIL TWIST CHAIR
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Finishing
The number in the dot corresponds to the number of colour/material finish.

Here below, in the section FINISH OPTIONS, please note all the colours of the materials used for this product.

CHAIR

Shell

Twist

5

Structure

Matt painted

3
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Finish options

SHELL

Twist

Glossy 
orange col. 

11

Glossy 
English green 

col. 17

Matt ecru 
col. 23

Glossy silver 
gray col. 04

Matt 
anthracite 
gray col. 03

       

STRUCTURE

Matt painted

Matt painted 
bronze X100

Matt painted 
white X053

Matt painted 
black nikel 

X101
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